THE FASTEST, EASIEST WAY TO YOUR DISTRIBUTION BOARD.

ModibEx by R. STAHL – The revolution in power distribution.
ModibEx provides state-of-the-art safety while offering next-generation advantages in speed and flexibility.

- Quick quotes and fast response time thanks to predefined assemblies
- Easy and simple order handling
- Fast delivery

One concept fits all typical applications such as lighting and power distribution boards, electrical heat tracing panels and mobile and temporary power distribution solutions.
The modular concept of ModibEx leverages R. STAHL’s expert knowledge. We offer you the easiest, most efficient way to get a distribution board that directly meets your requirements.

... IN JUST 5 STEPS.

1. You only need to specify your load list
2. That’s enough for us to determine exactly what internal distribution system you need
3. Your load list lets us identify the perfect incoming assembly for your purposes
4. We pick your enclosure from a variety of material and mounting options
5. Let us know your harsh environmental conditions

CREATE YOUR ORDER AND WE’LL DO THE REST

ModibEx
BUILT FOR EXTREME CONDITIONS.

Whether you work in northern snows, southern sands or out in the ocean, ModibEx distribution boards are ready for the job. Whatever your harsh environment may look like, R. STAHL is an expert in rugged systems and components that resist all ambient influences. Safely and reliably.